Roommate Questionnaire (Optional)

Room assignments will be made each July. If you request a specific roommate the applications should be turned in together. If you do not request a specific roommate your application and this questionnaire will be used to match you with someone compatible. Every attempt will be made to accommodate your preferences, within reason. Requests are not guaranteed, but will be given serious consideration.

What is your major? __________________________________________________________

In what environment do you prefer to study?

( ) Total quiet; no distractions  ( ) Some background noise; music, TV, conversations

Do you plan to remain on campus during the weekends (when campus is open)?

( ) Always       ( ) Often       ( ) Seldom       ( ) Never

How would you describe your room at home?

( ) Very neat and orderly          ( ) Generally neat, some clutter
( ) Occasionally cluttered or messy         ( ) Usually cluttered or messy

What room temperature do you prefer?    ( ) Cold    ( ) Warm    ( ) Hot

How would you describe your sleeping habits?

( ) Early to bed; early to rise       ( ) Early to bed; late to rise
( ) Late to bed; late to rise       ( ) Late to bed; early to rise

I am a:    ( ) Private person          ( ) Social/public person

Do you sleep with music or TV on?    ( ) Yes    ( ) No

What type of music do you like? __________________________________________________________

What qualities are most important to you in a roommate?

Additional comments about yourself that will aid us in the assignment process: